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All currency amounts in this presentation are in Australian Dollars (AUD).

This presentation has been prepared by LiveTiles Limited (ABN 05 066 139 991) (“LiveTiles”). Each 

recipient of this presentation is deemed to have agreed to accept the qualifications, limitations and 

disclaimers set out below.

This presentation contains summary information about LiveTiles and its activities which is current as at 

the date of this presentation. No member of LiveTiles, its subsidiaries or respective directors, officers, 

employees, advisers or representatives (each a “Limited Party”) makes any representation or warranty, 

express or implied, as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information contained in this 

presentation, including any forecast or prospective information. This presentation should be read in 

conjunction with the Company’s Annual Report, market releases and other periodic continuous disclosure 

announcements, which are available at www.asx.com.au.

This presentation is not a prospectus, product disclosure statement or any other disclosure or offering 

document under Australian law (and has not been, and will not be, lodged with the Australian Securities and 

Investments Commission) or any other law. The distribution of this presentation outside Australia may be 

restrictedby

law. Any recipient of this presentation who is outside Australia must seek advice on and observe any 

such restrictions. This presentation may not be reproduced or published, in whole or in part, for any purpose 

without the prior written permission of LiveTiles. This presentation does not constitute an offer to sell, or a 

solicitation of an offer to buy, any shares in the United States or in any other jurisdiction in which such an offer

would

be illegal.

This presentation contains certain “forward-looking statements” about LiveTiles and the environment in which 

LiveTiles operates. Forward-looking statements often include words such as “may”, “anticipate”, 

“expect”, “intend”, “plan”, “believe”, “continue” or similar words in connection with discussions of future

operating

or financial performance. The forward-looking statements included in this presentation involve 

subjective judgement and analysis and are subject to significant uncertainties, risks and contingencies, many 

of which are outside the control of, and are unknown to, LiveTiles and each Limited Party. Actual future events 

may vary materially from the forward-looking statements and the assumptions on which those statements 

are based.

Given these uncertainties, you are cautioned to not place undue reliance on such forward-looking statements.

This presentation contains certain financial measures that are “non-IFRS financial information” under 

ASIC Regulatory Guide 230 ‘Disclosing non-IFRS financial information’ published by ASIC and also “non-

GAAP financial measures” within the meaning of Regulation G under the U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 1934, 

as amended, and are not recognised under Australian Accounting Standards (AAS) and International 

Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). The non-IFRS financial information/non-GAAP financial measures 

contained in this presentation include Annualised Recurring Revenue (ARR) and Customer Acquisition Cost. 

LiveTiles believes such non-IFRS/non-GAAP financial information provides useful information to users in 

measuring the financial performance and business conditions of LiveTiles. The non-IFRS/non-GAAP financial 

information does not have a standardised meaning prescribed by AAS and IFRS and therefore, may not be 

comparable to similarly titled measures presented by other entities, nor should they be construed as an 

alternative to other financial measures determined in accordance with AAS or IFRS. Investors are cautioned, 

therefore, not to place undue reliance on any non-IFRS/non-GAAP financial information and ratios included in 

this presentation.

Certain market and industry data included in this presentation has been obtained from public filings, 

research, surveys or studies conducted by third parties, including industry and general publications, and has 

not been independently verified by LiveTiles. LiveTiles cannot warrant or guarantee the accuracy or 

completeness of such information.

This presentation is a general overview only and does not purport to contain all the information that may 

be required to evaluate an investment in LiveTiles. The information in this presentation is provided personally to 

the recipient as a matter of interest only and has been prepared without taking into account the objectives, 

financial situation or needs of prospective investors. It does not amount to an express or implied 

recommendation with respect to any investment in LiveTiles, nor does it constitute financial, legal, tax, 

investment or other advice or a recommendation to acquire LiveTiles shares.

The recipient, intending investors and respective advisers should:

conduct their own independent review, investigations and analysis of LiveTiles and of the information 

contained or referred to in this presentation; and/or

seek professional advice as to whether an investment in LiveTiles is appropriate for them, having regard to 

their personal objectives, risk profile, financial situation and needs.

Except insofar as liability under any law cannot be excluded, neither LiveTiles nor any Limited Party shall 

have any responsibility for the information contained in this presentation or in any other way for errors or

omissions (including responsibility to any persons by reason of negligence).

DISCLAIMER
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CORPORATE OVERVIEW

ASX: LVT
Share price as at 24 Feb 2020 $0.24

Shares on issue 902m

Market capitalisation $217m

Cash as at 31 Dec 2019 (zero debt) $19m

Enterprise value $197m

CO-FOUNDERS %
Karl Redenbach (CEO & Co-Founder) 10.1

Peter Nguyen-Brown (CXO & Co-Founder) 8.7

Total 18.8

REGISTER____________________________________          _____%   
Founders, Management, Directors ~23.0

Institutional Shareholders                     ~17.0

Retail Shareholders                     ~60.0

Total 100
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THE PRODUCT

& MARKET
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THE

EMPLOYEE 

EXPERIENCE 

PLATFORM 

(EXP) DEFINED

“A software platform that enables 
organisations to take complete control of 
the interactions a person will have while 
using your systems – without actually 
replacing the underlying applications”

EXP’s update just the front end of your current applications and systems, 

without influencing or changing the back-end functioning. They build on 

the solid foundation of functionality and security provided by your existing 

software and create a new experience layer on top of it that makes it 

modern, mobile-optimized, and easy to use.

Microsoft states the EXP market 

to be ~US$300bn. 5



WE SIMPLY NEED TO MAKE 

WORK EASIER

The Result

• Employees 

overwhelmed.

• Companies 

spending > $40bn 

pa on wellbeing 

programs.

Too many 

applications

• Large companies use an 

average of 129 apps.

• Additionally, companies 

use 7 different tools for 

messaging, 

communication, file 

sharing & scheduling

• This creates a more 

complex environment for 

employees

Inefficiency

The average 

employee switches 

between 35 job 

critical applications 

more than 1,100 

times per day.

Compared with bottom-
quartile employee 
engagement companies, 
top–quartile companies 
have :

• 25-65% lower turnover

• 48% fewer safety incidents

• 10% higher customer 
metrics

• 21% higher productivity

• 22% higher profitability

The cost of poor 
communication to 
businesses 

• 35% of a disengaged 

employee’s salary is 

wasted

• Higher turnover rate of 

34%

•12% of working time is 

wasted due to avoidable 

inefficiency

Source : Okta, Deloitte, Pega, Staffbase, Grandview Research
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EVOLUTION OF THE EMPLOYEE 

EXPERIENCE MARKET

Companies 

centralises employee 

services, integrating 

Employee Apps with 

IT, finance and other 

functions. Companies 

buy an integrated 

case management 

system

Companies rely on 

business partners or 

generalists to help 

employees with their 

needs. Ok for SME 

but becomes 

dysfunctional as 

companies grow and 

become more 

complex

Companies invest in 

the employee self-

service portal (ESS), 

requiring significant 

ongoing investment 

and maintenance.

Companies add 

intelligence, 

proactive and 

predictive systems,  

chat and voice to 

create a customised 

and efficient 

solution. 

After 4 years 

LiveTiles has 

evolved and  is a 

pioneer in this 

industry.

Perfectly 

positioned to 

take advantage 

of fast growing 

market.

LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

AUTOMATED SERVICES

(Voice apps, AI, nudges, 

intelligent proactive 

solutions)

SELF-SERVICE SYSTEMS

(Portals, apps, case 

management) 

MANAGED SERVICE AND 

SERVICE DELIVERY

(Integrated service 

delivery, employee apps, 

outsourced employee 

services)

AD-HOC SERVICES 

OR NO SERVICE

(Deliver as needed, 

random, business 

partner driven, 

difficult to manage) TODAY
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THE LIVETILES POINT OF DIFFERENCE

The LiveTiles EXP sees the 

USER as the destination.

The industry sees an EXP 

as a destination.

• Employees must go to an 

intranet, dashboard or system to 

access content.

• Switching from one application        

to another

• The average employee switches 

between 35 job critical 

applications more than 1,100 

times per day.

• LiveTiles has the platform and the 

proprietary tools so that Employees 

can access content from any 

application they are using. (eg

Teams)

• Eliminating the need to switch from 

one application to another.

• LiveTiles EXP enables the user to 

access content from any application 

or any device.
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PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

Low code intranet software 

for companies of all sizes to 

centralise their corporate  

communications with the 

ability to plug in feeds from 

various applications 

(Tableau, Google, 

SharePoint etc). LiveTiles 

Intranet for enterprise, is 

what Wix & Squarespace 

are for customer websites. 

Employee mobile 

communications app. 

Perfect for dispersed 

workforces, such as 

retail, healthcare and 

government. Quick to 

implement and easy to 

deploy.

A special “toolbar” that 

allows a user to access 

information from any 

source or system, without 

the need to leave the 

current application they are 

in. Significantly reduces 

context switching and 

workplace complexity, 

improves productivity, and 

maximises the employee 

experience.

The intelligent workplace 

toolkit – a suite of 

modules that enables 

customers to collect & 

analyse data from 

multiple applications for 

powerful business 

insights and AI 

empowered processes. 

The data from Quantum 

drives important 

business decision 

making.
9



FINANCIALS
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1. LiveTiles defines ARR as revenue, normalised on an annual basis, that LiveTiles has a reasonable expectation it will continue to receive from its customers for providing them with products and services. This definition includes committed 
recurring subscriptions for products and services, and includes service types where there is a demonstrable track record of repeat revenues such as support. It excludes revenue deemed unlikely to be recurring in nature. 

$64.7m $403m

Annualised Recuring Revenue1 Avg ARR per customer

(constant currency basis)2

$58.1m on a reported currency basis

Cash on hand Revenue H1FY21

$19.4m $20.5m

2.     On a constant currency basis, using FX rates as at 31 March 2020,

Adjusted EBITDA3 H1FY21

Financial Summary
As at 31 December 2020 (AUD)

$57.2k 1,132 

Customer Lifetime ValueCustomers

+13% increase on PY$13m record Q4 Cash Receipts

(constant currency basis)2

$51k on a reported currency basis +$53m added on PY 

LTV : CAC    H1FY21

4.2x

+101 added on PY

+84% improvement on PY

$(2.3)m

3.     Adjusted EBITDA excludes stock-based payments and one-off non-recurring items

2.1x increase on PY
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Year-on-year ARR growth (A$m)

1

2. Acquired ARR comprises Wizdom’s ARR as at 31 December 2018 ($8.0 million), Hyperfish’s ARR as at 30 June 2018 ($0.4 million) and CYCL’s ARR as at 30 September 2019 ($4.7 million). .

2

• Continued strong organic growth supported by successful acquisitions

and product integrations. Newly launched LiveTiles Reach (formerly

CYCL Condense) driving+75% new pipeline in Dec31 Qtr after only 3

months post launch

• Increased penetration of existing customer with product cross-

sells and bundling
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Improving Cash Management

Strong Cash Receipts (TTM) growth +48% vs Dec19

• Q2FY21 was another cash receipt records (9th in a row) at

$13m +25% vs prior corresponding quarter

+48% vs PY

• +134% 3 Year CAGR in Cash Receipts (TTM) Growth

(27.8)
(28.8)

(21.4)

(14.3)

(10.8)

Dec-19 Mar-20 Jun-20 Sep-20 Dec-20

A
U

D
 $

m

Q1
FY21

Q4
FY20

Q3
FY20

Q2
FY20

Q2
FY21

Improving Net Operating CashFlow (TTM)  +61% vs Dec19
1

1 Excludes government grants and one-off non-recurring one-off items
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• Net underlying operating cashflow improvements realised in 2nd half of 

CY20 from cost saving initiatives undertaken in mid-2020
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1. LTV = Lifetime Value. Assumes 75% gross margin, 95% net retention and an 8% discount rate. Gross margin assumption reflects mix of recurring product and services revenue following 
Net retention = (ARR expansion from existing customers less churn in trailing 12 months) / ARR at beginning of 12 month period. 

2. Based on LiveTiles’ Enterprise Value (market capitalisation as at 24 February 2021 less net cash on hand at 31 December 2020) 
3. 31 December 2020 LTV reflects ARR on a constant currency basis (when compared with 31 March 2020 FX rates)

$403m Customer Lifetime Value (LTV) from Annualised 

Recurring Revenue (A$m)

Building Recurring Lifetime Value

Efficiency of Customer Acquisition has doubled YoY

6.8 7.0

34.0 34.8

15.9

8.4

2.1x

4.2x

H1 FY20 (Dec19) H1 FY21 (Dec20)

A
U

D
 $

m

New ARR acquired in H1FY LTV of ARR added in H1FY CAC

LTV : CAC 

Ratio up 2x 

YoY

134

328

403

197

LTV at 30 Dec 2018 LTV at 30 Dec 2019 LTV at 30 Dec 2020 Current Enterprise Value

LTV up 3.0x

in 2 years

51% discount

to LTV

A
U

D
 $

m
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Pathway to profitability
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Pathway to 

Profitability

• A strong performing half with  

continued revenue growth 

+13% and +27% spend 

improvements driving $(2.3)m 

adjusted EBITDA

• Overall shift as a response to 

COVID-19 positions the 

business well for future 

profitability.

• Significant reduction in 

operating expenses whilst still 

growing the top line.

• Significant margin 

improvement as a result. 
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Pathway to 

Profitability

Adjusted EBITDA Dec 31 2020 Dec 31 20219 YoY

AUD $'000s $'000s %

Net loss for the Period (21,511) (21,544) 0%

Adjusted for the removal of finance, interest, tax, depreciation and  amortisation

Finance and Interest Charges 1,012 211 -79%

Tax Benefit (449) (202) -55%

Amortisation of Software development costs 2,439 1,246 -49%

Amortisation of intangibles 3,002 2,161 -28%

Depreciation 605 594 -2%

EBITDA (14,902) (17,534) 18%

Adjusted for the removal of one-off non-recurring items and stock based payments

Stock based payments 223 3,494 1469%

Litigation 12,408 - -100%

Adjusted EBITDA (2,271) (14,040) 84%

Record half of $(2.3)m adjusted 

EBITDA, an +84% Improvement 

in adjusted EBITDA

Adjusted EBITDA margin (11)%, 

improved from (77)% on prior year 

Finance & Interest charges on non 

current obligations:  long term 

leases (accounted for under 

AASB16) and expected CYCL earn 

out Dec31-2021
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Business Update

AMERICAS

• Signed a company record 3yr contract with 

United Healthcare Group, a Fortune 10 company 

with over 300,000 employees. Contract value 

A$3m with upside. 

• Strong participation in a large number of Request 

for Quote opportunities. Driven by the Enterprise 

market and government opportunities.

• Key H1 wins include a global retailer,, a top 

Financial Services company with +49,000 

employees, a global hotel & hospitality company

and construction software company used 

worldwide

Customers 337

% of Total ARR                      19%

% of Total headcount           17%

18

EMEA

• LiveTiles Reach demand growing across regional 

partners, existing customers and prospects with 

pipeline +54% vs last quarter

• Strong activity across the Partner ecosystem with 5 

new re-sellers in UK market alone and 24 EMEA 

partners agreeing to joint co-marketing & co-selling 

plans

• Key H1 wins include a leading Swiss Insurance 

Provider, a major hospital in Netherlands, a luxury 

goods producer and a multinational online credit 

rating provider in the UK. 

Customers                                527

XX%

% of Total ARR                         52%

% of Total headcount              57%

APAC

• Partnering with Microsoft on multiple 

opportunities with Federal Government 

driving forward looking pipeline.

• Strategic alliances created with key 

organisations Canva and Linius.

• Final stages of ISO27001 Certification 

• Key H1 wins include a Top 5 accountancy firm, 

a leading real estate agency, numerous 

Government agencies, a prominent Australian 

University, a leading equipment hire co and a 

large Sydney based school network.

Customers

% of Total ARR                         29%

268

% of Roles 27%

% of Total headcount               27%



CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY

“It’s been overwhelmingly praised by our Japan 

based team. They just love it. We are now 

expanding features to make it even more friendly 

for people."

- Larry Tom, IT Applications Manager, Rakuten Medical

The Challenge
The corporate intranet portal Rakuten wanted had to be easily accessible across the 

world and cater for different languages. It also had to be implemented quickly, 

especially for employees working in remote teams.

The Solution
The client’s goal was to promote communication and connect employees through a 

customisable, attractive internal site.

The Result
Rakuten now has a robust and scalable intranet that continues to grow and expand. 

The onboarding workflow for new staff is a massive 75% faster. Lots of other 

processes are speeding up too, like ordering employee hardware and key cards. 

Particularly popular is the new portal for the client’s Japanese call centre. Everything 

is now faster, easier, and more helpful. 19



CUSTOMER SNAPSHOT
Over 1100 customers in over 20 countries.....

20



CHANNEL PARTNERS
Over 200 transacting channel partners globally
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STRATEGIC ALLIANCES

• Canva – integrated with LiveTiles Reach to enable 

content authors to easily and seamlessly create visually 

compelling content. Very popular with customers and 

prospects.

• Linius – unlocking highly valuable information trapped in 

recorded video content with intelligent indexing and 

search. Example use cases include meetings and 

education (lectures, tutorials).

• Search 365 – Advanced intelligent content search with a 

vision to remove the need for a user to have to conduct 

a search thanks to the rich information we are able to

leverage across our platform.

LiveTiles has formed some in-depth partnerships that extend beyond standard partner re-selling, and 

into product integration, technology investments and deeper co-selling activities. The following 

highlights 3 examples.
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• We are excited by the opportunities and expected growth 

in this large and addressable Employee Experience 

Platform market (US$300bn TAM) and are well positioned 

to capitalise on these trends. 

• Economic and social trends are driving durable changes in 

workforce engagement requiring every company to re-

think its existing platforms and employee experience.

• We continue to focus on disciplined cost management and 

rational growth so that we can continue to invest and 

innovate to grow and expand our customer base. 

• Investments in our direct sales and marketing strategy, 

growing pipeline and recent record wins continues to 

prove our ability to win large global enterprise deals 

OUTLOOK
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www.livetilesglobal.com

Thank you
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